1
00:00:00,310 --> 00:00:10,570
[Music]
2
00:00:07,459 --> 00:00:10,570
[Applause]
3
00:00:14,539 --> 00:00:24,000
it'll go away 5:17 do you want to report
4
00:00:17,309 --> 00:01:00,328
a UFO air East 31 do you wish to report
5
00:00:24,000 --> 00:01:03,060
a UFO negative don't know at least to
6
00:01:00,329 --> 00:01:06,209
3,000 feet above us the
7
00:01:03,060 --> 00:01:06,209
[Applause]
8
00:01:06,909 --> 00:01:10,000
[Music]
9
00:01:14,390 --> 00:01:17,620
[Music]
10
00:01:25,349 --> 00:01:28,519
[Music]
11
00:01:30,030 --> 00:01:35,500
welcome to UFO chronicles a place where
12
00:01:33,189 --> 00:01:39,189
people share their experiences of the
13
00:01:35,500 --> 00:01:40,930
strange and unexplained if you've had an
14
00:01:39,189 --> 00:01:44,769
encounter and would like to be on the
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15
00:01:40,930 --> 00:01:47,440
show you can email me at UFO chronicles
16
00:01:44,769 --> 00:01:49,989
at gmail.com
17
00:01:47,439 --> 00:01:51,670
welcome to the show everyone thanks for
18
00:01:49,989 --> 00:01:53,409
being here and taking a time out to
19
00:01:51,670 --> 00:01:55,719
listen tonight our guest tonight is
20
00:01:53,409 --> 00:01:58,030
Kathy and Kathy comes to us from
21
00:01:55,719 --> 00:02:00,670
Michigan in the US and she will be
22
00:01:58,030 --> 00:02:03,629
sharing sightings she and her family had
23
00:02:00,670 --> 00:02:06,759
when she lived in a small rural town in
24
00:02:03,629 --> 00:02:09,280
Wyoming in the 1970s and a scary
25
00:02:06,759 --> 00:02:11,669
encounter on a dark country road Kathy
26
00:02:09,280 --> 00:02:14,349
and her boyfriend had late one night
27
00:02:11,669 --> 00:02:17,229
let's jump into it tonight I want to
28
00:02:14,349 --> 00:02:19,509
welcome Kathy to the show I'm happy to
29
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00:02:17,229 --> 00:02:21,548
be here thanks for coming on and sharing
30
00:02:19,509 --> 00:02:23,469
your encounter with us could you please
31
00:02:21,549 --> 00:02:26,080
start with your early experience as a
32
00:02:23,469 --> 00:02:31,330
child and then take the listeners up to
33
00:02:26,080 --> 00:02:33,850
your encounter in 1974 sure when I was
34
00:02:31,330 --> 00:02:36,820
younger I live in the United States and
35
00:02:33,849 --> 00:02:38,859
we lived in Illinois and I can't
36
00:02:36,819 --> 00:02:41,379
remember the exact year the exact months
37
00:02:38,860 --> 00:02:43,690
or anything but I do remember being on a
38
00:02:41,379 --> 00:02:45,789
trip with my parents and that was like
39
00:02:43,689 --> 00:02:48,780
eight or nine it was a summer vacation
40
00:02:45,789 --> 00:02:51,939
and we were traveling and there were
41
00:02:48,780 --> 00:02:53,860
strange lights in the sky different
42
00:02:51,939 --> 00:02:55,509
colors in little different formations
43
00:02:53,860 --> 00:02:57,700
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there were a lot of them and we were
44
00:02:55,509 --> 00:02:59,500
traveling and you could tell from the
45
00:02:57,699 --> 00:03:01,750
traffic being slowed down many other
46
00:02:59,500 --> 00:03:05,829
people were watching it and I remember
47
00:03:01,750 --> 00:03:08,019
that was the first time I'd really heard
48
00:03:05,829 --> 00:03:09,610
of anything about UFOs or anything and
49
00:03:08,019 --> 00:03:11,230
my parents were discussing it and we're
50
00:03:09,610 --> 00:03:13,870
discussing it afterwards and it was in
51
00:03:11,229 --> 00:03:15,969
local newspapers and things so I had a
52
00:03:13,870 --> 00:03:19,060
somewhat of an open mind that there
53
00:03:15,969 --> 00:03:22,569
could be aliens out there or at least
54
00:03:19,060 --> 00:03:24,060
unidentified craft but our family was
55
00:03:22,569 --> 00:03:26,219
never one that we were
56
00:03:24,060 --> 00:03:28,199
UFO hunters or anything remotely like
57
00:03:26,219 --> 00:03:29,759
that so it wasn't like we just saw a
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58
00:03:28,199 --> 00:03:31,530
strange light not in back we thought
59
00:03:29,759 --> 00:03:33,209
there were aliens after us or something
60
00:03:31,530 --> 00:03:38,098
but then we moved to the state of
61
00:03:33,209 --> 00:03:42,420
Wyoming and out there we experienced
62
00:03:38,098 --> 00:03:44,659
some strange things my parents weren't
63
00:03:42,419 --> 00:03:47,939
ranchers but the neighbors all were and
64
00:03:44,659 --> 00:03:49,650
I recall several neighbors reporting
65
00:03:47,939 --> 00:03:52,139
that they found cattle that had been
66
00:03:49,650 --> 00:03:58,200
mutilated if this would be in the 1970s
67
00:03:52,139 --> 00:04:00,268
and I don't recall any newscast stories
68
00:03:58,199 --> 00:04:02,818
coming around there - do I know one
69
00:04:00,269 --> 00:04:05,310
neighbor I was trying to get my parents
70
00:04:02,818 --> 00:04:07,018
to let me go down and see the this steer
71
00:04:05,310 --> 00:04:09,360
they'd found that had been mutilated and
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72
00:04:07,019 --> 00:04:11,250
they're like no no no he buried the
73
00:04:09,360 --> 00:04:12,750
thing they don't want the news team's
74
00:04:11,250 --> 00:04:14,598
out there and a bunch of weirdos out
75
00:04:12,750 --> 00:04:18,949
there trying to take pictures and things
76
00:04:14,598 --> 00:04:22,379
so uh and then we also had some activity
77
00:04:18,949 --> 00:04:25,949
and the night sky south of where we
78
00:04:22,379 --> 00:04:27,478
lived we would see a flashing light and
79
00:04:25,949 --> 00:04:29,668
it would always be in the same general
80
00:04:27,478 --> 00:04:32,099
area and I used to watch it through my
81
00:04:29,668 --> 00:04:33,478
dad's scope on his gun or binoculars
82
00:04:32,100 --> 00:04:36,570
sometimes a bunch of us would get out
83
00:04:33,478 --> 00:04:41,279
and watch this light and it was just a
84
00:04:36,569 --> 00:04:42,899
bar of light stationary so I suppose it
85
00:04:41,279 --> 00:04:46,379
possibly could have been some kind of
86
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00:04:42,899 --> 00:04:48,569
helicopter or something but it would be
87
00:04:46,379 --> 00:04:51,538
in the same area not moving and it would
88
00:04:48,569 --> 00:04:54,120
shoot down like from each in a beam of
89
00:04:51,538 --> 00:04:56,668
light that would form a V down into one
90
00:04:54,120 --> 00:04:58,470
light to look like towards towards the
91
00:04:56,668 --> 00:05:00,870
ground or actually to the ground because
92
00:04:58,470 --> 00:05:02,550
this was quite a ways away and then the
93
00:05:00,870 --> 00:05:06,360
light would just stay there for a moment
94
00:05:02,550 --> 00:05:08,310
and then it would disappear and then a
95
00:05:06,360 --> 00:05:11,189
few minutes later it would do it again
96
00:05:08,310 --> 00:05:12,959
and this would go on I know sometimes
97
00:05:11,189 --> 00:05:14,879
stay out there a half an hour to an hour
98
00:05:12,959 --> 00:05:18,439
watching it we always stay in the same
99
00:05:14,879 --> 00:05:21,000
place and we never did hear what it was
100
00:05:18,439 --> 00:05:23,850
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we were about a hundred and twenty miles
101
00:05:21,000 --> 00:05:25,079
away from an Air Force Base and a lot of
102
00:05:23,850 --> 00:05:26,939
us would discuss maybe it was
103
00:05:25,079 --> 00:05:30,959
experimental craft they were doing at
104
00:05:26,939 --> 00:05:33,930
the Air Force Base so uh just overall I
105
00:05:30,959 --> 00:05:35,908
was somewhat to the you know open to the
106
00:05:33,930 --> 00:05:37,860
idea that there might be aliens out
107
00:05:35,908 --> 00:05:41,490
there are things and
108
00:05:37,860 --> 00:05:44,490
in my incident that happened one night
109
00:05:41,490 --> 00:05:47,129
my boyfriend and I were leaving Douglas
110
00:05:44,490 --> 00:05:49,918
Wyoming you can find this on a map if
111
00:05:47,129 --> 00:05:53,639
you want and going to Shawnee Wyoming
112
00:05:49,918 --> 00:05:55,649
it's like almost 25 mile trip and we'd
113
00:05:53,639 --> 00:05:58,019
seen a movie we weren't drinking or
114
00:05:55,649 --> 00:05:59,908
doing any kind of drugs and there's not
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115
00:05:58,019 --> 00:06:01,560
a lot there was not a lot of traffic on
116
00:05:59,908 --> 00:06:03,449
the interstate highways back then
117
00:06:01,560 --> 00:06:06,810
especially towards the you know later at
118
00:06:03,449 --> 00:06:08,220
night and we'd left Douglas and noticed
119
00:06:06,810 --> 00:06:12,060
off to the right of us there was a
120
00:06:08,220 --> 00:06:14,069
bright light and I recall thinking we
121
00:06:12,060 --> 00:06:15,598
were what's what's that light over there
122
00:06:14,069 --> 00:06:17,460
and I thought well maybe it's a train oh
123
00:06:15,598 --> 00:06:19,740
wait there's no trains out through here
124
00:06:17,459 --> 00:06:21,930
it was like a big like my see on the
125
00:06:19,740 --> 00:06:24,060
engine of a train at night a brighter
126
00:06:21,930 --> 00:06:25,590
light than what a headlight would be and
127
00:06:24,060 --> 00:06:27,930
when we were watching it and driving
128
00:06:25,589 --> 00:06:30,689
along and then the like zips up and kind
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129
00:06:27,930 --> 00:06:32,610
of gets parallel to us but off in the
130
00:06:30,689 --> 00:06:37,288
countryside area not where there would
131
00:06:32,610 --> 00:06:39,090
be not on the road and then we thought
132
00:06:37,288 --> 00:06:41,128
well what the heck you know we're
133
00:06:39,089 --> 00:06:43,619
discussing what it was and thought I
134
00:06:41,129 --> 00:06:46,560
thought maybe it was ranchers out
135
00:06:43,620 --> 00:06:48,060
spotlighting coyotes because out there
136
00:06:46,560 --> 00:06:49,800
the ranchers will go out at night with
137
00:06:48,060 --> 00:06:51,180
spotlights on their truck looking for
138
00:06:49,800 --> 00:06:54,870
coyotes to shoot because they're
139
00:06:51,180 --> 00:06:57,689
predators after their sheep and then we
140
00:06:54,870 --> 00:06:59,728
were thinking wait this terrain next to
141
00:06:57,689 --> 00:07:01,769
where we're at on the road is too rough
142
00:06:59,728 --> 00:07:04,110
it's like the Badlands of South Dakota
143
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00:07:01,769 --> 00:07:06,240
it's very rugged with gullies and
144
00:07:04,110 --> 00:07:09,000
washouts there's no road there that you
145
00:07:06,240 --> 00:07:11,430
could drive along near right next to the
146
00:07:09,000 --> 00:07:13,769
interstate like they were doing and this
147
00:07:11,430 --> 00:07:17,038
light fed up and it was just exactly
148
00:07:13,769 --> 00:07:18,839
parallel to us and we're like okay what
149
00:07:17,038 --> 00:07:21,509
the heck is this thing is it a
150
00:07:18,839 --> 00:07:23,339
helicopter as somebody in a helicopter
151
00:07:21,509 --> 00:07:24,990
out there what are they you know then
152
00:07:23,339 --> 00:07:28,918
the light was giving you a little bigger
153
00:07:24,990 --> 00:07:30,689
and he sped way up and it's bed way up
154
00:07:28,918 --> 00:07:33,689
then he slowed way down to like 20 miles
155
00:07:30,689 --> 00:07:35,519
an hour it slowed down we're like wait a
156
00:07:33,689 --> 00:07:38,180
minute I don't think a helicopter moves
157
00:07:35,519 --> 00:07:41,908
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like that and we continued on like that
158
00:07:38,180 --> 00:07:46,379
it's a I think about a 14-13 40 mile
159
00:07:41,908 --> 00:07:48,269
trip and the light would follow along
160
00:07:46,379 --> 00:07:50,459
right with us and it also it got
161
00:07:48,269 --> 00:07:51,810
brighter and I wish I was good with
162
00:07:50,459 --> 00:07:55,680
distances I really
163
00:07:51,810 --> 00:07:57,959
say how far it was away from us but the
164
00:07:55,680 --> 00:07:59,400
light shining in Taurus looked it and
165
00:07:57,959 --> 00:08:01,799
looked like it had to be at least 3 or 4
166
00:07:59,399 --> 00:08:03,659
foot across and it was a bright white
167
00:08:01,800 --> 00:08:05,819
light it wasn't colored in any way and
168
00:08:03,660 --> 00:08:08,850
it was shining right into the cab of the
169
00:08:05,819 --> 00:08:09,959
pickup and it's where it illuminated
170
00:08:08,850 --> 00:08:12,540
just like if you were shining a
171
00:08:09,959 --> 00:08:15,209
spotlight in on us and we were getting
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172
00:08:12,540 --> 00:08:17,700
kind of freaked out so again like hidden
173
00:08:15,209 --> 00:08:21,269
speed ups and slow down trying to lose
174
00:08:17,699 --> 00:08:23,539
this thing then it just kept whatever he
175
00:08:21,269 --> 00:08:27,479
did it followed right along with us and
176
00:08:23,540 --> 00:08:29,819
also I think the radio quit transmitting
177
00:08:27,480 --> 00:08:33,300
the the radio shut off while we were
178
00:08:29,819 --> 00:08:35,218
driving and then all of a sudden the
179
00:08:33,299 --> 00:08:38,519
thing shoots just shoots straight up and
180
00:08:35,219 --> 00:08:40,979
like straight up and off you just like
181
00:08:38,519 --> 00:08:43,259
as fast as that resumed and disappeared
182
00:08:40,979 --> 00:08:45,660
we're like I remember think you know
183
00:08:43,259 --> 00:08:47,730
we're like what was that thing what is
184
00:08:45,659 --> 00:08:50,639
going on like well it's gone and then
185
00:08:47,730 --> 00:08:53,519
pretty soon we maybe with a mile if even
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186
00:08:50,639 --> 00:08:56,850
that a little ways down and the things
187
00:08:53,519 --> 00:08:59,159
appeared right back again and it did
188
00:08:56,850 --> 00:09:00,810
that like three times on the trip where
189
00:08:59,159 --> 00:09:03,569
I just follow along with us the light
190
00:09:00,809 --> 00:09:07,439
shining into the cab of the truck
191
00:09:03,570 --> 00:09:11,550
I don't remember feeling anything like
192
00:09:07,440 --> 00:09:14,190
we were dizzy or any sensations as far
193
00:09:11,549 --> 00:09:16,919
as other than just being scared and the
194
00:09:14,190 --> 00:09:19,980
light just followed us along and then it
195
00:09:16,919 --> 00:09:22,319
would just zip up and off like you and
196
00:09:19,980 --> 00:09:25,230
just disappear was so fast there was no
197
00:09:22,320 --> 00:09:26,820
helicopter or any other craft I could
198
00:09:25,230 --> 00:09:29,399
think of that could move that way and
199
00:09:26,820 --> 00:09:31,680
then when it reappeared it is zip and
200
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00:09:29,399 --> 00:09:33,509
would this you know we were watching
201
00:09:31,679 --> 00:09:35,279
it's a little pin a light would show up
202
00:09:33,509 --> 00:09:38,639
and then just it would just appear big
203
00:09:35,279 --> 00:09:40,620
again right right up next to us and this
204
00:09:38,639 --> 00:09:43,019
follow along until we had a turn off and
205
00:09:40,620 --> 00:09:45,600
luckily at one of the time that one
206
00:09:43,019 --> 00:09:47,250
other time it disappeared like that we
207
00:09:45,600 --> 00:09:49,290
made her turn it off and went down the
208
00:09:47,250 --> 00:09:51,870
secondary road we needed to go to my
209
00:09:49,289 --> 00:09:53,909
parents house where I lived that we
210
00:09:51,870 --> 00:09:58,230
never saw it again and we were scared to
211
00:09:53,909 --> 00:10:00,029
death I I still I don't recall we were
212
00:09:58,230 --> 00:10:02,129
asking other people in the area if
213
00:10:00,029 --> 00:10:03,659
they'd heard you know seen anything or
214
00:10:02,129 --> 00:10:05,250
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heard of anybody who'd seen anything
215
00:10:03,659 --> 00:10:08,370
that night no
216
00:10:05,250 --> 00:10:10,830
we knew had seen anything else and so I
217
00:10:08,370 --> 00:10:11,759
still have no idea what that thing was
218
00:10:10,830 --> 00:10:14,850
but it wasn't
219
00:10:11,759 --> 00:10:17,789
it definitely wasn't a land vehicle and
220
00:10:14,850 --> 00:10:19,889
I could not imagine that a helicopter
221
00:10:17,789 --> 00:10:23,490
remotely could move the way that thing
222
00:10:19,889 --> 00:10:27,029
did so we have no idea what it was
223
00:10:23,490 --> 00:10:29,430
and the oh the light - neither of us
224
00:10:27,029 --> 00:10:31,379
could make out any details of a craft or
225
00:10:29,429 --> 00:10:34,620
anything all we could see was the light
226
00:10:31,379 --> 00:10:37,799
there was no other it was awfully bright
227
00:10:34,620 --> 00:10:39,960
to look at and there was I I know we
228
00:10:37,799 --> 00:10:41,519
were both looking like see if we could
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229
00:10:39,960 --> 00:10:43,170
figure out what that was and we could
230
00:10:41,519 --> 00:10:45,389
not make out any other details other
231
00:10:43,169 --> 00:10:47,879
than it was alight and again I don't
232
00:10:45,389 --> 00:10:50,220
don't really know how far it was from us
233
00:10:47,879 --> 00:10:52,019
or what it was doing it was just
234
00:10:50,220 --> 00:10:54,800
checking us out I don't know what it was
235
00:10:52,019 --> 00:10:57,569
doing and that's pretty much my story
236
00:10:54,799 --> 00:10:58,019
funny thing was here through social
237
00:10:57,570 --> 00:10:59,700
media
238
00:10:58,019 --> 00:11:02,730
that guy we were engaged at the time
239
00:10:59,700 --> 00:11:05,700
this was in 1974 so it's been a while he
240
00:11:02,730 --> 00:11:08,730
got ahold of me and we actually had
241
00:11:05,700 --> 00:11:09,750
several conversations but when we
242
00:11:08,730 --> 00:11:12,480
brought up we were talking about
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243
00:11:09,750 --> 00:11:14,460
encountering that UFO or a strange light
244
00:11:12,480 --> 00:11:17,850
and he remembered it just the same way I
245
00:11:14,460 --> 00:11:19,889
did - he said you know so I that kind of
246
00:11:17,850 --> 00:11:21,960
you know he remembers it just as well as
247
00:11:19,889 --> 00:11:25,949
I think you know it's been a long time
248
00:11:21,960 --> 00:11:28,460
and I would say - after through the
249
00:11:25,950 --> 00:11:32,280
years I've I've heard of some other
250
00:11:28,460 --> 00:11:35,009
similar encounters where people think
251
00:11:32,279 --> 00:11:37,230
that if you've been abducted they may
252
00:11:35,009 --> 00:11:41,939
leave sort of markers inside of you to
253
00:11:37,230 --> 00:11:44,129
track you and then later on they will
254
00:11:41,940 --> 00:11:46,830
look for you and scan you to see if they
255
00:11:44,129 --> 00:11:48,000
find that now after through the years of
256
00:11:46,830 --> 00:11:51,720
hearing little stories about that I
257
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00:11:48,000 --> 00:11:54,120
wondered if somehow an alien beings
258
00:11:51,720 --> 00:11:55,980
spotted us and we're scanning us to see
259
00:11:54,120 --> 00:11:58,080
if we were some of their contact these
260
00:11:55,980 --> 00:12:00,180
and then didn't bother us because we
261
00:11:58,080 --> 00:12:03,000
weren't I I don't know what they were
262
00:12:00,179 --> 00:12:06,019
doing I have no idea what you know why
263
00:12:03,000 --> 00:12:10,200
some craft would be shining lights on us
264
00:12:06,019 --> 00:12:12,629
and I really can't I can't recall well I
265
00:12:10,200 --> 00:12:14,700
don't listen to everything out there but
266
00:12:12,629 --> 00:12:17,269
I can't recall hearing any other stories
267
00:12:14,700 --> 00:12:19,110
where a craft followed somebody and just
268
00:12:17,269 --> 00:12:20,669
shine lights on
269
00:12:19,110 --> 00:12:22,379
you know like their and I don't know if
270
00:12:20,669 --> 00:12:23,279
they were inspecting us or checking us
271
00:12:22,379 --> 00:12:26,610
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out or what
272
00:12:23,279 --> 00:12:29,429
iPhoto Cannes yeah so similar ones
273
00:12:26,610 --> 00:12:32,879
similar ones yeah yeah somewhat missing
274
00:12:29,429 --> 00:12:34,469
time someone right yeah um no we we
275
00:12:32,879 --> 00:12:36,629
didn't experience any missing time
276
00:12:34,470 --> 00:12:39,360
because my a see my mother was fairly
277
00:12:36,629 --> 00:12:41,009
strict and that would have been she she
278
00:12:39,360 --> 00:12:43,019
wouldn't have gone for that one even if
279
00:12:41,009 --> 00:12:44,639
we just showed up four hours late or
280
00:12:43,019 --> 00:12:46,110
something and said I'm bringing your
281
00:12:44,639 --> 00:12:48,029
daughter home from the movies for hourly
282
00:12:46,110 --> 00:12:51,060
but because we were abducted by aliens
283
00:12:48,029 --> 00:12:52,679
my mother bought that one I bet she
284
00:12:51,059 --> 00:12:55,169
wouldn't have done it been like sir fine
285
00:12:52,679 --> 00:12:57,299
you're still grounded actually that does
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286
00:12:55,169 --> 00:12:59,579
have a the incident does have a bit of
287
00:12:57,299 --> 00:13:00,899
an impact on me just through the years
288
00:12:59,580 --> 00:13:03,150
talking with people about different
289
00:13:00,899 --> 00:13:05,730
things with possibility of aliens or
290
00:13:03,149 --> 00:13:07,470
things or in Michigan I've heard there's
291
00:13:05,730 --> 00:13:10,470
a lot of sightings of craft going in and
292
00:13:07,470 --> 00:13:12,269
out of the water on the western side of
293
00:13:10,470 --> 00:13:13,649
the state one of my friend says we
294
00:13:12,269 --> 00:13:16,049
should go up sometime there and watch
295
00:13:13,649 --> 00:13:18,179
for him I'm like no I don't care - I'd
296
00:13:16,049 --> 00:13:20,129
like to I want to watch on the news when
297
00:13:18,179 --> 00:13:21,689
people make contact with them I don't
298
00:13:20,129 --> 00:13:24,899
want to have anything to do with seeing
299
00:13:21,690 --> 00:13:29,820
him or being near Ifill great was enough
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300
00:13:24,899 --> 00:13:32,759
for me I did also years later I dated a
301
00:13:29,820 --> 00:13:36,060
gentleman he I won't name names but he
302
00:13:32,759 --> 00:13:39,299
worked at a radar based in oppai Montana
303
00:13:36,059 --> 00:13:42,419
up near the Canadian border he told me
304
00:13:39,299 --> 00:13:44,429
that I specifically asked him and he
305
00:13:42,419 --> 00:13:48,389
said yeah they've spotted things that
306
00:13:44,429 --> 00:13:51,149
were not any craft they knew of on radar
307
00:13:48,389 --> 00:13:52,470
and I asked him what what did what are
308
00:13:51,149 --> 00:13:53,850
you going to do with the information he
309
00:13:52,470 --> 00:13:55,410
said we just reported to our commanding
310
00:13:53,850 --> 00:13:58,019
officer and we're not supposed to
311
00:13:55,409 --> 00:14:00,539
discuss it no but he told me personally
312
00:13:58,019 --> 00:14:04,590
that yeah they do spot things on the
313
00:14:00,539 --> 00:14:05,399
radar and they're told not to discuss it
314
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00:14:04,590 --> 00:14:08,490
with the public
315
00:14:05,399 --> 00:14:09,899
happens a lot mm-hmm in the US now
316
00:14:08,490 --> 00:14:12,000
they've changed their actual guidelines
317
00:14:09,899 --> 00:14:13,679
on how things are reported it's still
318
00:14:12,000 --> 00:14:15,779
remaining classified just making it
319
00:14:13,679 --> 00:14:17,909
easier for pilots and personnel to
320
00:14:15,779 --> 00:14:21,379
actually report things without being you
321
00:14:17,909 --> 00:14:23,909
know D ranked or put on gardening leave
322
00:14:21,379 --> 00:14:26,159
that sort of perdón of hurt other
323
00:14:23,909 --> 00:14:28,469
countries you know like I've heard
324
00:14:26,159 --> 00:14:30,089
Mexico openly reports things on their
325
00:14:28,470 --> 00:14:32,820
news channels and I wish that was the
326
00:14:30,090 --> 00:14:34,860
way it was here very open
327
00:14:32,820 --> 00:14:38,040
yes so that people could do enough
328
00:14:34,860 --> 00:14:40,409
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reports I I I personally would feel
329
00:14:38,039 --> 00:14:41,969
safer to think that if there's something
330
00:14:40,409 --> 00:14:43,740
out there which I think there is that
331
00:14:41,970 --> 00:14:45,570
our government knew about it and was
332
00:14:43,740 --> 00:14:49,049
watching it with setting up a plan to
333
00:14:45,570 --> 00:14:52,440
help us or protect us versus saying that
334
00:14:49,049 --> 00:14:53,939
doesn't exist you're crazy you know most
335
00:14:52,440 --> 00:14:56,460
of South America are actually very open
336
00:14:53,940 --> 00:14:58,440
I'm very open about it yeah what's it
337
00:14:56,460 --> 00:15:01,440
like in Britain pretty much the same as
338
00:14:58,440 --> 00:15:04,470
America yeah very hush-hush
339
00:15:01,440 --> 00:15:07,440
right okay well that's crazy there can't
340
00:15:04,470 --> 00:15:09,570
be anything out there to me I see opsin
341
00:15:07,440 --> 00:15:12,300
was I took astronomy when I was in
342
00:15:09,570 --> 00:15:14,520
college 100 years ago and what we know
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343
00:15:12,299 --> 00:15:17,309
now about what's out there's so many
344
00:15:14,519 --> 00:15:19,710
more multifold times you know vast is
345
00:15:17,309 --> 00:15:21,539
what we previously thought I think it's
346
00:15:19,710 --> 00:15:24,480
crazy to not think there's other
347
00:15:21,539 --> 00:15:25,829
creatures beings out there of course and
348
00:15:24,480 --> 00:15:27,840
that's thus the right that's the right
349
00:15:25,830 --> 00:15:30,240
way of thinking crazy not to believe
350
00:15:27,840 --> 00:15:32,250
that right just because I can't see
351
00:15:30,240 --> 00:15:35,250
bacteria doesn't mean they don't exist
352
00:15:32,250 --> 00:15:38,279
that's exactly that's exactly like I
353
00:15:35,250 --> 00:15:39,750
said any more I know I don't go I don't
354
00:15:38,279 --> 00:15:41,370
even sometimes like to look at the night
355
00:15:39,750 --> 00:15:43,679
sky I was like I'll just going wherever
356
00:15:41,370 --> 00:15:47,039
God or anybody bothered me I'm scared
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357
00:15:43,679 --> 00:15:49,620
I'm scared of aliens and I after my
358
00:15:47,039 --> 00:15:52,439
little encounter thing I'm never sad
359
00:15:49,620 --> 00:15:56,039
paranoid but I don't go looking for him
360
00:15:52,440 --> 00:15:58,590
and I was gonna say in Wyoming - I never
361
00:15:56,039 --> 00:16:01,679
did do this I heard people talk about an
362
00:15:58,590 --> 00:16:03,720
area on Casper mountain that there would
363
00:16:01,679 --> 00:16:05,849
be crafts rarely come in and out of
364
00:16:03,720 --> 00:16:08,389
there and land now I don't know if that
365
00:16:05,850 --> 00:16:12,420
you know was gossip back in the day or
366
00:16:08,389 --> 00:16:13,949
if it was military craft doing it but I
367
00:16:12,419 --> 00:16:15,569
never wanted to go investigate for
368
00:16:13,950 --> 00:16:17,040
myself but I heard several people talk
369
00:16:15,570 --> 00:16:19,290
about it but it was always more of like
370
00:16:17,039 --> 00:16:22,889
my friend went up there or a friend of a
371
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00:16:19,289 --> 00:16:25,649
friend went and saw the ingen and I had
372
00:16:22,889 --> 00:16:28,590
another friend who said I was out taking
373
00:16:25,649 --> 00:16:31,439
pictures one day and saw well those
374
00:16:28,590 --> 00:16:35,129
types of the saucer type craft with a
375
00:16:31,440 --> 00:16:37,590
little cap on top like she said she's
376
00:16:35,129 --> 00:16:39,389
clearly saw and she was taking pictures
377
00:16:37,590 --> 00:16:41,009
of their kids or something and took a
378
00:16:39,389 --> 00:16:44,309
couple pictures of and it disappeared
379
00:16:41,009 --> 00:16:46,529
into the clouds but I saw pictures of
380
00:16:44,309 --> 00:16:46,739
hers and this was before Photoshop or
381
00:16:46,529 --> 00:16:48,600
any
382
00:16:46,740 --> 00:16:50,639
these are real photos you know that
383
00:16:48,600 --> 00:16:52,590
shows that thing flying in the air and
384
00:16:50,639 --> 00:16:54,750
even through the clouds again you could
385
00:16:52,590 --> 00:16:57,950
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see it I saw like three pictures of that
386
00:16:54,750 --> 00:17:00,419
and it's no it's no plane or helicopter
387
00:16:57,950 --> 00:17:03,690
but she's the only other person I know
388
00:17:00,419 --> 00:17:05,909
that had a some sort of encounter you
389
00:17:03,690 --> 00:17:07,380
know with a any sort of evidence was
390
00:17:05,910 --> 00:17:10,800
that many years ago does she still have
391
00:17:07,380 --> 00:17:11,790
them you know I I don't know I haven't
392
00:17:10,799 --> 00:17:13,680
talked to her in years
393
00:17:11,789 --> 00:17:15,838
yeah this was many years ago that I can
394
00:17:13,680 --> 00:17:17,160
act a to yourself so I should try to
395
00:17:15,838 --> 00:17:19,529
find out though and I could send you
396
00:17:17,160 --> 00:17:21,990
copies of the pictures yeah sure
397
00:17:19,529 --> 00:17:24,629
these pictures and you know if she's
398
00:17:21,990 --> 00:17:26,609
telling negatives or pictures I know I
399
00:17:24,630 --> 00:17:28,380
personally saw him and like said they
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400
00:17:26,609 --> 00:17:30,119
were way before a photo shop now I don't
401
00:17:28,380 --> 00:17:32,190
trust anything I see I take it you know
402
00:17:30,119 --> 00:17:34,619
like yeah I think somebody could fake
403
00:17:32,190 --> 00:17:37,440
that you know I don't know if you can
404
00:17:34,619 --> 00:17:39,539
fake negatives but no I don't believe
405
00:17:37,440 --> 00:17:40,860
you can't wish I knew some way to find
406
00:17:39,539 --> 00:17:42,659
out that's why I wish our government
407
00:17:40,859 --> 00:17:44,849
would be more open to things like we
408
00:17:42,660 --> 00:17:46,380
could have reported that that night or
409
00:17:44,849 --> 00:17:48,839
called someplace and maybe they could
410
00:17:46,380 --> 00:17:51,660
have tracked it on radar and found out
411
00:17:48,839 --> 00:17:54,809
you know seeing what this thing was or
412
00:17:51,660 --> 00:17:58,050
sent Air US aircraft to investigate what
413
00:17:54,809 --> 00:18:00,509
the thing was but I I knew for sure of
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414
00:17:58,049 --> 00:18:02,639
what it was and I wish it would have
415
00:18:00,509 --> 00:18:04,619
been a way this is my friend who was you
416
00:18:02,640 --> 00:18:06,630
know there with me that night we we were
417
00:18:04,619 --> 00:18:07,949
talking make sure our memories wear this
418
00:18:06,630 --> 00:18:09,660
thing you know like I can't remember
419
00:18:07,950 --> 00:18:12,059
making anything out that you could see
420
00:18:09,660 --> 00:18:13,769
what type of thing it was was just a
421
00:18:12,059 --> 00:18:15,329
life that should never have been there
422
00:18:13,769 --> 00:18:17,430
there's no way it should have been there
423
00:18:15,329 --> 00:18:19,980
I wish I would have been able to make
424
00:18:17,430 --> 00:18:22,230
out what type of a craft it was some
425
00:18:19,980 --> 00:18:23,910
sort of shape but that light was so
426
00:18:22,230 --> 00:18:27,120
bright you couldn't make out any details
427
00:18:23,910 --> 00:18:30,450
behind it was there any sound no I don't
428
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00:18:27,119 --> 00:18:32,779
recall any sound and and this was in the
429
00:18:30,450 --> 00:18:35,670
summer and we had the windows down and
430
00:18:32,779 --> 00:18:37,889
no I don't remember any any sort of
431
00:18:35,670 --> 00:18:40,080
sound and then we were like thinking
432
00:18:37,890 --> 00:18:43,110
afterwards the their radio quit working
433
00:18:40,079 --> 00:18:45,210
and the truck never stalled or anything
434
00:18:43,109 --> 00:18:46,709
or the headlight I don't know headlights
435
00:18:45,210 --> 00:18:48,690
didn't go out or anything like that was
436
00:18:46,710 --> 00:18:50,940
just the radio quit working or that we
437
00:18:48,690 --> 00:18:53,220
recall if we had if we had missing time
438
00:18:50,940 --> 00:18:55,529
it wasn't long yeah I'm sure you'd never
439
00:18:53,220 --> 00:18:58,589
return yeah it would have let you know
440
00:18:55,529 --> 00:19:00,428
oh yeah yeah and I do recall after that
441
00:18:58,589 --> 00:19:02,499
I'd be scared going on that stress
442
00:19:00,429 --> 00:19:04,119
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- rode by myself I'd be driving looking
443
00:19:02,499 --> 00:19:05,950
left and right see if there was anything
444
00:19:04,118 --> 00:19:06,788
weird just like this please get home and
445
00:19:05,950 --> 00:19:08,200
get home okay
446
00:19:06,788 --> 00:19:10,210
you know I don't want I don't want to
447
00:19:08,200 --> 00:19:11,950
see this whatever it was again it did
448
00:19:10,210 --> 00:19:13,329
impact me and had a little impact
449
00:19:11,950 --> 00:19:15,340
through actually the rest of my life
450
00:19:13,329 --> 00:19:16,749
because I was gonna stay in wyoming
451
00:19:15,339 --> 00:19:19,209
there's kind of desolate - there could
452
00:19:16,749 --> 00:19:20,669
be you know like I live in the state of
453
00:19:19,210 --> 00:19:23,499
Michigan now there's so much traffic
454
00:19:20,669 --> 00:19:25,710
then be you know hundreds of people saw
455
00:19:23,499 --> 00:19:29,139
anything would see the same thing so you
456
00:19:25,710 --> 00:19:31,419
know like I'd be apprehensive I wasn't
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457
00:19:29,138 --> 00:19:35,079
like petrified scared to death but just
458
00:19:31,419 --> 00:19:36,669
like oh I got a drive okay well and just
459
00:19:35,079 --> 00:19:38,019
be looking you know like I don't know
460
00:19:36,669 --> 00:19:40,600
what I was gonna do if the light ever
461
00:19:38,019 --> 00:19:43,269
appeared again I never had a plan you
462
00:19:40,599 --> 00:19:46,269
know well like I told you my story isn't
463
00:19:43,269 --> 00:19:48,069
very dramatic maybe but I think a lot of
464
00:19:46,269 --> 00:19:50,859
reports really aren't unless you've
465
00:19:48,069 --> 00:19:53,950
actually had contact with whatever it's
466
00:19:50,859 --> 00:19:55,508
out there and I'd still like they're the
467
00:19:53,950 --> 00:19:57,879
only thing I've heard possibly is if
468
00:19:55,509 --> 00:20:00,159
maybe aliens were scanning us to see if
469
00:19:57,878 --> 00:20:02,259
we were some of their contactees and why
470
00:20:00,159 --> 00:20:04,059
they disk are if they were just what I
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471
00:20:02,259 --> 00:20:06,339
don't know just what like what the heck
472
00:20:04,058 --> 00:20:08,440
are those creatures doing in that green
473
00:20:06,339 --> 00:20:11,168
truck you know I don't know I just wish
474
00:20:08,440 --> 00:20:12,308
I knew what they were doing why you know
475
00:20:11,169 --> 00:20:13,929
I don't I don't know what they were
476
00:20:12,308 --> 00:20:16,898
doing it I wish I knew what they were
477
00:20:13,929 --> 00:20:19,960
doing or who or what it was because it
478
00:20:16,898 --> 00:20:21,459
was nothing that I still am aware of was
479
00:20:19,960 --> 00:20:22,929
in the plane it wasn't a helicopter it
480
00:20:21,460 --> 00:20:24,519
could've been a land vehicle on that
481
00:20:22,929 --> 00:20:27,009
rough terrain where there was no road
482
00:20:24,519 --> 00:20:29,169
couldn't be people in a for you know
483
00:20:27,009 --> 00:20:31,329
like a four-wheeler type or motorcycle
484
00:20:29,169 --> 00:20:33,929
or anything the only thing left in my
485
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00:20:31,329 --> 00:20:37,058
mind it could have been is a face craft
486
00:20:33,929 --> 00:20:38,320
from alien sources so do you think they
487
00:20:37,058 --> 00:20:43,749
were looking down at you and thinking
488
00:20:38,319 --> 00:20:45,099
why are they in such a hurry like maybe
489
00:20:43,749 --> 00:20:48,038
they just wanted to stop and visit like
490
00:20:45,099 --> 00:20:50,469
why they kinda run away from us and it's
491
00:20:48,038 --> 00:20:54,339
made you a definite believer well yeah
492
00:20:50,470 --> 00:20:55,839
there's yeah yeah well even before that
493
00:20:54,339 --> 00:20:57,278
I think it was kind of in my mind that
494
00:20:55,839 --> 00:20:59,019
aliens could be out there from when I
495
00:20:57,278 --> 00:21:02,470
was younger we saw those strange lights
496
00:20:59,019 --> 00:21:06,099
and we watched those for miles they were
497
00:21:02,470 --> 00:21:08,009
across Illinois and that was in the news
498
00:21:06,099 --> 00:21:10,178
and stuff there was strange lights and
499
00:21:08,009 --> 00:21:12,999
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like what could they have been and then
500
00:21:10,179 --> 00:21:14,179
I think sometimes you know people that
501
00:21:12,999 --> 00:21:16,579
all their experimental
502
00:21:14,179 --> 00:21:19,038
military craft or something you know but
503
00:21:16,579 --> 00:21:20,509
then why wouldn't I don't know why
504
00:21:19,038 --> 00:21:22,190
wouldn't they put that in the news more
505
00:21:20,509 --> 00:21:24,048
you know like and here's the real life
506
00:21:22,190 --> 00:21:27,048
picture of it and here's we're doing
507
00:21:24,048 --> 00:21:29,868
this again to show people so doctor
508
00:21:27,048 --> 00:21:31,128
secrecy again yeah one of my friends I
509
00:21:29,868 --> 00:21:32,388
said something about they want to do
510
00:21:31,128 --> 00:21:33,618
something day I don't know I'm doing
511
00:21:32,388 --> 00:21:35,808
that I told what I was doing they're
512
00:21:33,618 --> 00:21:37,939
like you never told me we'd seen a UFO I
513
00:21:35,808 --> 00:21:39,798
don't like Thomas talked about me I'm
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514
00:21:37,940 --> 00:21:41,330
not scared to talk about it but they're
515
00:21:39,798 --> 00:21:43,190
like I'm knowing you're like five years
516
00:21:41,329 --> 00:21:46,398
you've never told me you had chased by a
517
00:21:43,190 --> 00:21:51,528
UFO I said well you'll get to hear about
518
00:21:46,398 --> 00:21:53,178
it now yeah the same thing with like
519
00:21:51,528 --> 00:21:54,648
ghosts or things or people say well I
520
00:21:53,179 --> 00:21:56,809
don't believe in ghosts but you know I
521
00:21:54,648 --> 00:21:58,398
love this place that you know and then
522
00:21:56,808 --> 00:22:01,878
they'll start I'm like well that was a
523
00:21:58,398 --> 00:22:04,398
spirit probably you know yes that's
524
00:22:01,878 --> 00:22:06,888
right that is exactly the same and just
525
00:22:04,398 --> 00:22:09,378
about everybody has a story of some sort
526
00:22:06,888 --> 00:22:11,298
well I or if they don't experience
527
00:22:09,378 --> 00:22:13,428
themselves it was their brother or their
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528
00:22:11,298 --> 00:22:16,298
dad or somebody right close to them that
529
00:22:13,429 --> 00:22:18,470
had stuff that happened weird yeah yeah
530
00:22:16,298 --> 00:22:21,950
that's why I wish it was more on the
531
00:22:18,470 --> 00:22:25,190
news or even well like I'll bring a
532
00:22:21,950 --> 00:22:28,460
Bigfoot here like which I believe in the
533
00:22:25,190 --> 00:22:30,288
possibility they could exist maybe they
534
00:22:28,460 --> 00:22:32,480
don't I don't know but if I had to vote
535
00:22:30,288 --> 00:22:35,628
on I'd say more likely they could exist
536
00:22:32,480 --> 00:22:37,278
and then some people will say well
537
00:22:35,628 --> 00:22:39,168
people would have found a - and a lot of
538
00:22:37,278 --> 00:22:42,288
people are not looking but if you listen
539
00:22:39,169 --> 00:22:45,288
or see this shows on TV and on YouTube
540
00:22:42,288 --> 00:22:48,048
the accounts there's tons of people that
541
00:22:45,288 --> 00:22:49,730
are reporting sightings of some sort of
542
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00:22:48,048 --> 00:22:51,378
creatures I don't think they're all
543
00:22:49,730 --> 00:22:53,480
making this up for attention
544
00:22:51,378 --> 00:22:57,168
yeah and in America there is a lot lot
545
00:22:53,480 --> 00:22:59,960
of reports yeah more than people more
546
00:22:57,169 --> 00:23:02,720
than people realize yeah yeah that's I'm
547
00:22:59,960 --> 00:23:04,610
saying it and if that I think you know
548
00:23:02,720 --> 00:23:06,798
with social media and everybody you know
549
00:23:04,609 --> 00:23:09,109
having cell phones and everything that
550
00:23:06,798 --> 00:23:11,538
there's just it the activity was
551
00:23:09,109 --> 00:23:13,758
probably always going on but people
552
00:23:11,538 --> 00:23:16,368
weren't reporting it now people are like
553
00:23:13,759 --> 00:23:19,038
yeah they're networking more so you hear
554
00:23:16,368 --> 00:23:21,740
more reports but and who's gonna just
555
00:23:19,038 --> 00:23:25,638
this was strange I yeah it's probably
556
00:23:21,740 --> 00:23:28,099
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been 10 years ago my daughter a friend
557
00:23:25,638 --> 00:23:30,709
of hers had a psychic come to her house
558
00:23:28,099 --> 00:23:32,509
as a fan get-together for girlfriends
559
00:23:30,710 --> 00:23:34,430
and she invited me to come to they paid
560
00:23:32,509 --> 00:23:37,670
this psychic and the lady was doing
561
00:23:34,430 --> 00:23:39,170
readings so everybody she was doing they
562
00:23:37,670 --> 00:23:40,460
kind of went off in a separate room but
563
00:23:39,170 --> 00:23:42,350
people would come back and you're like
564
00:23:40,460 --> 00:23:43,700
oh my god she told me there's no way she
565
00:23:42,349 --> 00:23:45,289
could have known that she known about my
566
00:23:43,700 --> 00:23:47,569
dead boyfriend from high school about
567
00:23:45,289 --> 00:23:49,819
four things you know about spirits
568
00:23:47,569 --> 00:23:51,500
contacting their dead loved ones and
569
00:23:49,819 --> 00:23:55,309
guess what she talked to me about when I
570
00:23:51,500 --> 00:23:57,200
got with her aliens I'm like wait I want
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571
00:23:55,309 --> 00:23:58,789
to hear about my dead loved ones and
572
00:23:57,200 --> 00:24:01,039
she's oh you don't have anybody
573
00:23:58,789 --> 00:24:02,269
contacted with any urgent messages but
574
00:24:01,039 --> 00:24:05,839
she said have you seen things recently
575
00:24:02,269 --> 00:24:09,799
going honest and I'm like no like what
576
00:24:05,839 --> 00:24:12,439
is she talking about but now I wonder if
577
00:24:09,799 --> 00:24:14,539
somehow I don't know if there's some
578
00:24:12,440 --> 00:24:16,400
sort of network with aliens that contact
579
00:24:14,539 --> 00:24:18,470
people that I don't know that you don't
580
00:24:16,400 --> 00:24:19,130
know about or something does that sound
581
00:24:18,470 --> 00:24:21,680
strange
582
00:24:19,130 --> 00:24:23,690
no there is a lot we don't know that
583
00:24:21,680 --> 00:24:26,539
sounds like that's what I came out and I
584
00:24:23,690 --> 00:24:28,460
was like I was disappointed and she was
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585
00:24:26,539 --> 00:24:31,069
she was telling me about a lake in
586
00:24:28,460 --> 00:24:33,200
Michigan in that she's personally seeing
587
00:24:31,069 --> 00:24:35,359
UFOs go in and out of and then on the
588
00:24:33,200 --> 00:24:37,759
big lakes Lake Michigan like you're on
589
00:24:35,359 --> 00:24:39,379
of accounts she's I think of the next
590
00:24:37,759 --> 00:24:41,119
you know a few years ago we're gonna
591
00:24:39,380 --> 00:24:43,190
have it's gonna be made a lot more
592
00:24:41,119 --> 00:24:45,289
public about UFOs and our governments
593
00:24:43,190 --> 00:24:47,210
even gonna acknowledge it and she's
594
00:24:45,289 --> 00:24:49,339
going and she kept like you haven't had
595
00:24:47,210 --> 00:24:52,819
any recent contacts with anybody and I'm
596
00:24:49,339 --> 00:24:55,789
like no I'm like what is she talking
597
00:24:52,819 --> 00:24:58,309
about but I then I wondered like maybe
598
00:24:55,789 --> 00:25:00,409
somehow the aliens through the years do
599
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00:24:58,309 --> 00:25:02,329
keep track of you maybe they never had
600
00:25:00,410 --> 00:25:05,180
to touch me to track me or something
601
00:25:02,329 --> 00:25:09,470
that freaks me out cuz why would she
602
00:25:05,180 --> 00:25:11,900
bring that stuff up hasten an usual yeah
603
00:25:09,470 --> 00:25:13,549
I had forgot about that I don't know if
604
00:25:11,900 --> 00:25:16,100
that has any meaning or she's just a
605
00:25:13,549 --> 00:25:19,220
kook you know everybody else she did
606
00:25:16,099 --> 00:25:21,379
these psychic readings that hit right on
607
00:25:19,220 --> 00:25:23,420
home with him and was tell him about
608
00:25:21,380 --> 00:25:26,870
health issues that only they knew about
609
00:25:23,420 --> 00:25:30,850
and things like that and and everybody
610
00:25:26,869 --> 00:25:33,019
might she talked to me about aliens what
611
00:25:30,849 --> 00:25:35,419
she spoke to you about something only
612
00:25:33,019 --> 00:25:37,099
you knew terabyte so what I was like
613
00:25:35,420 --> 00:25:39,410
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said they're gone well I don't know
614
00:25:37,099 --> 00:25:40,699
where I know what he's eating I don't
615
00:25:39,410 --> 00:25:42,680
know
616
00:25:40,700 --> 00:25:45,980
and I really I don't think I've ever had
617
00:25:42,680 --> 00:25:49,009
any other sort of quote you know close
618
00:25:45,980 --> 00:25:50,960
up seeing anything strange you know but
619
00:25:49,009 --> 00:25:52,700
then I start wondering maybe I have
620
00:25:50,960 --> 00:25:55,400
enough blocked it out or something I
621
00:25:52,700 --> 00:25:58,039
don't know but I try not to ever really
622
00:25:55,400 --> 00:26:00,290
I'm not I don't mean like I'm a obsessed
623
00:25:58,039 --> 00:26:03,559
or paranoid but I've just thought about
624
00:26:00,289 --> 00:26:05,180
that with that psychic lady why she's
625
00:26:03,559 --> 00:26:07,849
bringing up aliens with me I wanted to
626
00:26:05,180 --> 00:26:09,980
hear about my dad mom and dad did they
627
00:26:07,849 --> 00:26:12,529
have messages for me or things like that
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628
00:26:09,980 --> 00:26:15,380
or am I gonna win the lottery or
629
00:26:12,529 --> 00:26:17,629
something I don't know you know I live
630
00:26:15,380 --> 00:26:20,810
in a more populated area in Michigan and
631
00:26:17,630 --> 00:26:22,970
my I don't know searching for anything
632
00:26:20,809 --> 00:26:25,339
has for sure which I've heard of
633
00:26:22,970 --> 00:26:26,720
abductions in the cities but and I
634
00:26:25,339 --> 00:26:29,419
really don't think I've ever been
635
00:26:26,720 --> 00:26:31,400
abducted or any other encounters with
636
00:26:29,420 --> 00:26:35,180
the aliens or I don't have missing time
637
00:26:31,400 --> 00:26:37,160
things or anything you know and and to
638
00:26:35,180 --> 00:26:38,360
me from like if I was the American
639
00:26:37,160 --> 00:26:40,490
government of the British government I
640
00:26:38,359 --> 00:26:42,889
would want to talk to everybody that had
641
00:26:40,490 --> 00:26:45,859
any sort of contact gather information
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642
00:26:42,890 --> 00:26:48,560
because what kind of technology can be
643
00:26:45,859 --> 00:26:51,529
you know I'm just saying this as if it's
644
00:26:48,559 --> 00:26:54,169
positively true how can they teleport
645
00:26:51,529 --> 00:26:57,649
somebody up into a craft and and you
646
00:26:54,170 --> 00:26:59,480
know I don't know you know how can they
647
00:26:57,650 --> 00:27:02,710
make them come through walls and you
648
00:26:59,480 --> 00:27:05,809
know how can they do that I would be
649
00:27:02,710 --> 00:27:07,309
investigating it like crazy I think I
650
00:27:05,809 --> 00:27:09,009
think they are laughing I do know and
651
00:27:07,309 --> 00:27:11,929
they've known for a very very long time
652
00:27:09,009 --> 00:27:14,440
if we kind of go by what's coming out in
653
00:27:11,930 --> 00:27:17,420
a media because the media has changed
654
00:27:14,440 --> 00:27:19,519
somewhat in the last couple of years I
655
00:27:17,420 --> 00:27:22,400
think we're pretty much going to like a
656
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00:27:19,519 --> 00:27:23,990
really soft disclosure it may take it
657
00:27:22,400 --> 00:27:26,960
may take several years but I think this
658
00:27:23,990 --> 00:27:29,420
is the starting point yeah and and with
659
00:27:26,960 --> 00:27:32,509
you know it seems like forever we've had
660
00:27:29,420 --> 00:27:33,320
the Internet but it's just good you know
661
00:27:32,509 --> 00:27:35,779
there's more and more and more
662
00:27:33,319 --> 00:27:37,339
information being shared it's not always
663
00:27:35,779 --> 00:27:39,799
the wrong information of the stuffiness
664
00:27:37,339 --> 00:27:43,549
the problem well that yeah that's true
665
00:27:39,799 --> 00:27:45,319
too but I wish there was more or maybe
666
00:27:43,549 --> 00:27:46,789
there is maybe our government secretly
667
00:27:45,319 --> 00:27:49,009
is working a lot more on than what
668
00:27:46,789 --> 00:27:52,519
people realize but I wish it would
669
00:27:49,009 --> 00:27:54,539
become mainstream knowledge so it would
670
00:27:52,519 --> 00:27:57,029
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make me feel safer
671
00:27:54,539 --> 00:27:59,670
and to understand things versus being
672
00:27:57,029 --> 00:28:01,289
scared of them yeah that's why it's
673
00:27:59,670 --> 00:28:03,029
important for people to network cool to
674
00:28:01,289 --> 00:28:06,359
share they're there in their encounters
675
00:28:03,029 --> 00:28:08,910
and stories and in Michigan here tonight
676
00:28:06,359 --> 00:28:11,309
oh I've been five six years ago there
677
00:28:08,910 --> 00:28:13,500
was a report in the newspaper that some
678
00:28:11,309 --> 00:28:14,159
young guy saw he said it was a football
679
00:28:13,500 --> 00:28:17,069
sized
680
00:28:14,160 --> 00:28:20,640
crap going over here Saginaw Michigan
681
00:28:17,069 --> 00:28:22,769
which isn't well I guess Lake Huron is
682
00:28:20,640 --> 00:28:25,410
not that far away but he spotted
683
00:28:22,769 --> 00:28:27,809
something in the sky and he said you
684
00:28:25,410 --> 00:28:30,420
could make out like portholes windows
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685
00:28:27,809 --> 00:28:32,970
etc and details on it and it was huge
686
00:28:30,420 --> 00:28:34,830
going over and no way it could have been
687
00:28:32,970 --> 00:28:37,079
a plane or anything and then you never
688
00:28:34,829 --> 00:28:38,579
hear anything else about it you know and
689
00:28:37,079 --> 00:28:41,609
I don't the guy was making it up but it
690
00:28:38,579 --> 00:28:44,730
was in the newspaper so if the guy
691
00:28:41,609 --> 00:28:46,049
seemed totally paranoid schizophrenic or
692
00:28:44,730 --> 00:28:49,980
something I don't think they would even
693
00:28:46,049 --> 00:28:51,359
bother to to print it but here are
694
00:28:49,980 --> 00:28:53,759
things like that and then nothing else
695
00:28:51,359 --> 00:28:55,459
about it yeah yeah it's usually the case
696
00:28:53,759 --> 00:28:57,390
well this has been really interesting
697
00:28:55,460 --> 00:28:59,279
yeah it's been wonderful having you on
698
00:28:57,390 --> 00:29:01,650
today Kaffee this has been great to talk
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699
00:28:59,279 --> 00:29:04,109
to you all right and thank you and I
700
00:29:01,650 --> 00:29:06,450
hope somebody finds it interesting so I
701
00:29:04,109 --> 00:29:08,339
guarantee they will well that's it for
702
00:29:06,450 --> 00:29:10,140
today remember if you've had an
703
00:29:08,339 --> 00:29:12,959
encounter and would like to share it on
704
00:29:10,140 --> 00:29:15,770
the show you can email me at UFO
705
00:29:12,960 --> 00:29:40,009
chronicles at gmail
706
00:29:15,769 --> 00:29:43,108
[Music]
707
00:29:40,009 --> 00:29:43,108
[Applause]
708
00:29:44,440 --> 00:30:51,109
[Music]
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